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The Little Things
Thank You
We use the forum of this newsletter to show you all some of the fun and interesting
things the staff and kids do each week, but that’s just part of the picture. Most of each
day involves simple conversations and time spent very casually. As we enjoy this
year’s Thanksgiving holiday, we want to take this opportunity to thank you all for the
privilege of letting us spend such wonderful time with your children. We appreciate
your trust, support and confidence. We will, of course, continue to do our best to
keep your children safe and engaged each and every day as we proceed together
through this most unusual time.
The John Baker Staff

If At First You Don’t Succeed…
At GOK on Veteran’s Day last week, Sam
(7) and Alexander (8) called me over to a
table saying I really needed to see
something. They were spinning a fidget
spinner then trying to get a paper cup to
balance on it. After a while they had a
pretty good group of kids watching and
wanting to try as well. They tried with
the cup right side up and upside down.
They tried spinning the fidget spinner
slowly and very fast. Eventually they got
it and a cheer roared from the crowd. As
they watched the cup spin round and
round and stay balanced I heard one of
them say something we can all relate to
when we’ve been working hard at a task
– ‘That is just so satisfying. Wow!’
Helpful Information
Site Phone: 227-9164

Office Phone: 296-2880

Site Email: johnbaker@childrens-choice.org

Financial Assistance Available: (505) 827-7499 or 1-800-832-1321 or by email at Child.care@state.nm.us.

Let’s Get Messy
Mikaila (staff) brought out the clay this week and everyone collaborated on making
clay trays and assorted creations. Charlotte (10) asked if they had to make trays.
Mikaila said no but that she would be making one. When kids asked how Mikaila
made her tray, she told them to make a pancake and then a snake. A few kids decided
to go a different direction. Lucy (7) made a snake and pizza. Charlotte made a bowl
and Anson (6) made a snowman. Daysha’s (9) frog started a conversation about
everyone’s favorite animals.

Mikaila asked if anyone knows what
clay is made out of:
Charlotte - mud and dirt.
Sophie (8) - mother nature’s tears.
Ralynn (staff) came by and asked Nyla
(9) what she was making. Nyla - a
random food pile. Does it look yummy?
Ralynn - I’m not sure. How does it taste?
Is it sweet or salty?
Nyla - It has cereal, candy…
Ralynn - That’s a lot of sugar.
Nyla - to everyone - What else should I
put on it?

Ralynn - That was fun. I enjoyed seeing their
creations and imaginations portrayed with their
clay molds.
August’s (8) tray turned into a pool for her
‘penguini’.
Aria (6) - This is what people use to make pots.
My brother made one before.
Lucas (8) - This dries fast. Wenjie - Use water
to make it easier.
Cypi - It’s going to be an earring holder too.
She has been making wire jewelry lately
and she showed Wenjie and Lucas how to
make a mushroom.

We really want to know!

Who who?
This week Sterling spoke with Alexander (8), a 3rd grade student here at John Baker.
Do you have any hobbies?
Soccer and bike riding. What do you like about those things? I like being able to run
around and kick the ball in soccer and I like riding my bike because I enjoy having the
wind blowing in my face.
What about at CC? What do you like doing here?
Four square. Why do you think Four square is such a popular game? I think it’s
because it’s exciting to play. Since you like soccer so much do you have a favorite
team? I would say New Mexico United. Have you been to any games? I have been
to a few.
What’s your favorite movie/TV show?
‘Bunked.’ What’s that about? It’s about kids that go to a summer camp and a lot of
random things happen.
If you got to choose what dinner was for a night what would you choose?
Texas Roadhouse. What’s your ‘go to’ meal there? The cheeseburgers and blue
lemonade. What’s a blue lemonade? It’s a lemonade with either blue berries or blue
raspberry in it.
What do you look for in a friend?
I want them to be nice and be willing to try new things.
If you could travel wherever you wanted, where would you go?
Space. That’s interesting. Why would you go there? I like science stuff and think it
would be a lot of fun.
If you had a million dollars, what would you do with it?
Give it to charity. All of it? I would save maybe a thousand dollars for myself. What
would you do with that? Get video games. What kind of charity would you give to?
A children’s hospital.

Do you know what you want to be when
you grow up? A professional soccer player
and engineer. Is there is reason for
wanting to be an engineer? I want to be an
electrical engineer and make computer
chips like my parents.
Asking around the playground - What is
your favorite thing about Alexander?
Brayden (8): I play with him a lot; he is
fun to be around.
Aria (6, and his sister): He is really nice.
Alexander didn’t want to do any artwork
but he did want to pose for a picture. This
is his ‘get ready’ stance.

Hey Jim, Wanna Have a Catch?
I know it isn’t exactly ‘Field of Dreams’, but I
get a lot of joy whenever I go outside because
there is always a group of kids that want to
play catch with a football, something I have
done since I was a kid. Since we have an
assortment of sizes and types everyone can
participate. This has been happening since the
beginning of the school year and everyone is
getting pretty good at throwing and catching.
When I started the kindergarteners didn’t have
much experience so I gave them a few
guidelines: use your hands and don’t catch the
ball with your face. So far we’ve been mostly
successful, though a few faces have been
dinged up in the process. I also appreciate that
whenever we have a group playing catch the
kids are mostly positive and encouraging,
cheering for each other whenever one makes a
good throw or catches the ball.

Run Marbles Run!
A few weeks ago we got a new carpet.
When we unrolled it we found a giant
cardboard tube in the middle which
some of the kids wanted to use to make
a giant marble run. After the kids got to
try a small marble run at GOK a few
weeks ago, we figured it was time to try
the bigger version here. Anson got
started first. He figured out a way to
prop up the giant tube by attaching to a
table and a long wooden block. Then he
and Emilie (7) worked on building the
rest of the structure. All in all it looked
very impressive but there were some
issues. They decided that the giant tube
wasn’t going to work. It made the
marble go so fast that it wouldn’t go into
the rest of the contraption. Anson was
determined but after lot of trial and
error he learned that things don’t
always work the way you might
envision them but that’s ok. Eventually
they changed course and worked on
some smaller runs where they could
control the speed of the marble more
easily. Future engineers perhaps?

An Apple A Day
!

It’s really interesting to see one kid’s idea
take over the program for a day. Elie (5)
decided to make an iPad out of paper.
Why? No reason; he just felt like it. Good
enough for me. He drew and colored it
then took it outside to the playground.
After a little while, Blake (5) and Amari
(5) came inside and went to the art area.
They made phones. Why? We want to call
our moms from the playground. After
another few minutes, Damian (5) and
Oliver (6) came inside and made more
iPads. Why? Everyone else had them and
it looked like fun.
And they most
definitely had a lot of fun with just a bit of
imagination and a few art supplies!

Sterling

Mikaila

We’ll try some DIY kinetic sand. This
gives us a chance to get a little messy
while also learning how to mix the
ingredients properly to get the desired
result.
Then we’ll head outside and channel
our inner wizard by gathering natural
materials to make our own wands. See
what speaks to you and make a cool
wand out of it.

I want to try pointillism painting with
Q-tips. I’ll show the kids some mandala
ideas and the painting ‘A Sunday
Afternoon on the Island of La Grande
Jatte’ as examples.
I also want to test our hand-eye
coordination with frisbee golf. We’ll
make our own landing spots all around
the playground then see how good we
are at getting the frisbee to them.

Ralynn

Renee

The kids love showing me what they
can do on the monkey bars so we’ll
have a challenge to see how quickly
they can cross the bars and maybe how
long they can stay on them before
dropping.
They also love making paper airplanes
so I’ll research some different types that
we can make and fly together.

The kids love making different things
with pipe cleaners so let’s get crafty.
My idea is to try pipe cleaner fish but
I’m sure the kids will have more ideas.
When we go outside we’ll bring some
chalk and make our own giant
playground board game. We have a lot
of space to get creative so let’s see what
we can come up with.

Russell

Donations

The coat of arms project is still
underway so we’ll see what sort of
progress we can make on it this week.
Having seen how much the kids
enjoyed dodgeball I want to venture
over on to the basketball court to try
some different games. We’ll continue
to work on good sportsmanship along
with motor skills.

We continue to be amazed by all of your
generous donations. Thank you!
As always, if you have old games,
books, fabric, containers, cardboard,
sports equipment, and so forth and so
on, that you want to get rid of, please
consider bringing it to us. We all have
very active imaginations and will find a
good use for most everything.

